Sanitizer Plus Series® Systems
A new level of intelligence in water treatment

Sanitizer Plus® water treatment systems combine patented self-chlorinating technology* with advanced electronics to perform like four units in one — softening, removing iron and manganese, and raising low pH levels. This advanced system, combined exclusive Crystal-Right™ media with a self-monitoring, deep cleaning system, reduces unpleasant odors and tastes from your water.

System Features:

• Patented self-chlorinating technology
• Single-unit operation — no chemicals or added equipment
• Visual and audible “Check Salt” indicator
• Extended lithium battery backup
• Overrun capacity protection
• Flexible “adjustable cycle sequence” programming — saves salt and water
• Advanced history and diagnostic screens

Effectively Treats Problem Water in a Single Pass

• Crystal-Right™ media removes hardness, iron, and manganese
• Raises low pH levels
• Reduces unpleasant tastes and odors

water-right.com

*Patent No. 6,726,817
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The Media
Crystal-Right™ media, a custom engineered zeolite, is exclusive to our Sanitizer Plus unit. In a single pass, this unique media removes hardness, reduces iron and manganese while raising low pH levels. Learn more about Crystal-Right media at www.mineral-right.com

The Control Valve – Advanced, Powerful and Intelligent
Easy-to-read LED backlit screen clearly displays commands and functions. An audible chirp alerts you for “low salt” conditions or service needs.

This unique controller remembers all operating functions and will never lose programming due to a power failure. System regenerations are automatically activated according to actual water consumption and usage patterns.

Advanced history screens will show you the total number of gallons used, gallons used per day, even each hour of the day. This smart controller will also display total regenerations and errors.

Problem Water Solved
Sanitizer Plus® water treatment systems have a proven history of treating problem water. As Water-Right’s first self-chlorinating system it remains one of the most innovative and effective systems on the market today. The Sanitizer Plus is unmatched in removing hardness, reducing iron and manganese while raising low pH levels — all in one single system. All of these benefits ensure protection of your household plumbing from staining, scale and mineral deposits, while providing your home with softened water.

Chlorine Generator
This patented technology produces chlorine to reduce foul smells, tastes, and “slime” inside fixtures and toilet tanks. When combined with our intelligent control valve and Crystal-Right™ media, the performance is unmatched in the water treatment industry.

Optional weather cover available for outdoor installations.